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ABOUT US
Nova Interiors supply customised furniture solutions for
the hospitality industry. We supply chairs, sofas, banquette seating, tables and bedroom furniture to new
build and refurbishment projects all over the UK. For
over 30 years, our family run business has manufactured and supplied unique high-quality furniture for indoor and outdoor spaces.
The furniture we supply is only limited by your imagination. Our talented team of in-house product designers,
craftsmen and sewing machinists will assist you in designs with order to transform your desired area into a
functional yet stylish space. Draw inspiration from our
custom made furniture shown throughout this portfolio
for inspiration for your next project.
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PROJECTS
Since 1985 Nova Interiors has been supplying furniture to hotels, restaurants, bars, residential developments and many other types of commercial project.
The majority of our work over the years has come
from repeat business and referrals. In that time, we
have been fortunate to work with some of the UKs
leading interior designers, hoteliers and contractors.
We take pride in providing quality furniture at great
value, supported by excellent service. Take a look
through our project portfolio and see how we can
help make your next project something special.
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ROOM2
HOMETEL
CLIENT: Lamington Group
DESIGNER: Project Orange
LOCATION: Southampton
YEAR: 2018

NOVA SUPPLIED
- Headboards

Nova Interiors was briefed by Project Orange to create the feature headboards for all 70 rooms, each comprising of an upper
plywood section with duel tone finish, a clear lacquer and a
white wash paint finish. The lower section of the headboard
shows Nova’s attention to detail and seamlessly continues the
circular line through the upholstery.
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THISTLE
EXPRESS
LUTON
CLIENT: GLH Hotels (UK) Ltd
DESIGNER: Faber Design
LOCATION: Luton
YEAR: 2017

NOVA SUPPLIED
-

Banquette seating
Tables
Dining chairs
High stools
Poseur tables

We brought the vision of Faber to life by manufacturing fully
upholstered chairs, solid beech frame stools, oak laminate table tops juxtaposed with steel table bases to create an exciting
space and refresh the public areas in the Thistle Express Hotel
located in Luton.
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PALACE
WHARF

Residential Land chose Nova Interiors’ bespoke service to create 12 elegant, solid oak and veneered chest of drawers. With
the dimensions of each room altering slightly, each piece is
manufactured to fit the desired room perfectly.

CLIENT: Residential Land
LOCATION: London
YEAR: 2017

NOVA SUPPLIED
Chest of Drawers -
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CANTINA
LAREDO
CLIENT: Oriole Restaurants Ltd
DESIGNER: Robert Angell
Design International
LOCATION: London
YEAR: 2017

NOVA SUPPLIED
-

Designer Robert Angell approached Nova Interiors with a

Banquette seating
Dining chairs
Barstools
Tables

design brief for an original dining chair and dining armchair.
Robert also worked with the Nova team to create bespoke bar
stools, which feature a steel base, poseur dining tables and
banquette seating.
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THE SWAN
HOTEL
CLIENT: Adnams PLC
DESIGNER: Project Orange
LOCATION: Southwold
YEAR: 2017

NOVA SUPPLIED
-

4 poster beds
Upholstered headboards
Side tables
End of bed stools

Working collaboratively with Project Orange, Nova Interiors
supplied bespoke 4 poster beds with distinctive turned posts
and vibrant bright pink details, beds ‘made for hibernation.’ A
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11.

unique side table was designed to feature a thick 20mm diameter rope wrapped column.
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MONTAGU
ARMS

Alongside the Talbot sofas and Monroe chairs from our furniture collection, Greenclose Hotels Ltd used our bespoke
service to create a unique guest experience. Nova Interiors
supplied bespoke casegoods, including bedside tables, headboards, desks and breakfasts tables, all manufactured in solid
and ash veneer finish. Nova Interiors also supplied a stunning
bespoke Farrow & Ball pained finish for built in wardrobes with

CLIENT: Greenclose Hotels Ltd

incorporated TV housing and storage.

LOCATION: New Forest, Hampshire
YEAR: 2017

NOVA SUPPLIED
- Chairs
- Built in wardrobes
- Headboards
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POINT A
HOTELS

Leisure Concepts designed a modular panel system which
Nova Interiors were tasked with developing. The system incorporated a drop-down desk, hanging space, fluted headboard,
bedside tables and safe storage.

CLIENT: Queensway Group Ltd
DESIGNER: Leisure Concepts
LOCATION: Nationwide
YEAR: 2016 - Present

NOVA SUPPLIED
Headboards Mirrors Wall Panelling -
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CAREY’S
MANOR HOTEL
CLIENT: Greenclose Hotels
LOCATION: Brockenhurst, New Forest
YEAR: 2016

NOVA SUPPLIED
-

Bedside tables
Desks
Side tables
Luggage stands
Mini bar
Built in wardrobes
Headboards

Their traditional scroll arm and turned leg designs made Nova
Interior’s Monroe chair and Talbot sofa the perfect choice for
Careys Manor’s elegant interior scheme. Our bespoke design
service also enabled Greenclose Hotels to create bespoke
casegoods, including headboards, wardrobes and desks.
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GARDEN
HOUSE
APARTMENTS

Residential Land chose Nova Interiors’ bespoke service to create elegant bedrooms with impeccable character. Bespoke
headboards, bedside tables, dressing tables, upholstered
stools and beds with internal storage were supplied.

CLIENT: Residential Land
LOCATION: London
YEAR: 2016

NOVA SUPPLIED
-

Beds
Headboards
Mattresses
Bedside tables
Dressing tables
Sofas
Armchairs
Dining Chairs
Cubes
Dining Tables
Coffee Tables
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FIRE LAKE
GRILL HOUSE
& BAR
CLIENT: Radisson Blu
DESIGNER: Trevillion Interiors
LOCATION: Leeds
YEAR: 2014

NOVA SUPPLIED
-

Nova Interiors were specified for the bespoke banquette seating which was designed in a number of styles to create a vari-

Banquette seating
Sofas
Armchairs
Cubes

ety of user experiences, from long informal runs of seating to
intimate high backed booths with deep button detailing. All of
the banquette seating was surveyed, manufactured, delivered
and installed by Nova Interiors.
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We brought the vision of designers Virgile + Partners to life
by manufacturing chairs, sofas, banquette seating and tables
to refresh the public areas of Holiday Inn Hotels in over 50 hotels across the country.

HOLIDAY
INN HOTELS
CLIENT: Holiday Inn
DESIGNER: Virgile + Stone Associates
LOCATION: Nationwide
YEAR: 2012
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YOUR SPACE INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
Foxwood Industrial Park
Foxwood Road
Chesterfield S41 9RN
+44 (0)1246 264 600
sales@novainteriors.co.uk
novainteriors.co.uk

